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Abstract

The meteoric rise of blockchain-enabled products and processes is a testimony that 

consumers are losing trust in traditional services. Decentralisation has not only exposed 

the myopic practices but also perfectly implemented the democracy it promised. It 

generates equal investment opportunities for the users regardless of their geographical, 

cultural, or financial backdrop. Such a system achieves instantaneous clearances and 

respects the ownership rights of the users. 

As a result, the TVL (total value locked) in DeFi tripled by the end of May 2021. Crypto 

finance has an unswerving objective: To create a user-centric financial world that is not 

controlled by anyone and empowers the common investor to earn & grow with ease. 

However, existing products are locking horns with enhancing the usability of 

cryptocurrencies. 

They ‘accept’ cryptocurrencies but do not tell you how and where to use them. Moreover, 

the existing platforms are complicated for a new user to understand and use. 

Dhanu is changing this.

In this whitepaper, we walk you through the project development of Dhanu Exchange & 

Wallet. Further, we detail the issues in the existing products & services and then explain 

how Dhanu is filling those gaps. 
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Unchecked Frauds

Amidst the changing banking landscape wherein large volumes of digital payments are processed in 

seconds, fraudsters have found innovative ways. 

 The Global Banking Fraud Survey was conducted to obtain a global perspective on how banks are 

tackling internal and external fraud threats. Respondents were asked about trends in fraud typologies, 

challenges they are facing in mitigating threats, security in a digital age, and how they are structuring 

their teams and deploying resources to optimize their fraud risk management efforts.

The Problem - Opaque Enterprise Processes
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Source: Federal Trade Commission, Consumer Sentinel Network

The existing payment card system is putting merchants at numerous risks. The digital transactions use a 

CNP (Card Not Present) protocol that is vulnerable to frauds and leaves the merchants unprotected.

Other cosumer complaints Fraud complaints
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Blockchain is a technological transformation that has the potential to drive profound, positive change. 

From tracking money or inventory and accelerating transactions to smart insurance contracts and 

storing information in a decentralized, tamper-proof ledger, blockchain’s potential to revolutionize 

businesses spans applications and industries.

It lets you create transactions using a distributed, immutable and permissioned ledger. Customize digital 

agreements called smart contracts to streamline and automate processes like payment settlement, ID 

verification and legal arbitration.

The Revolutionary Rise of Blockchain

Source: MerchantSavyy
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Payment fraud losses have more than tripled since 2011 and expected to exceed $40 Billion by 2027

Global fraud losses incurred by payment card issuers, merchants, acquirers of card transactions from merchants and acquirers of 
card transactions at ATMs on all credit, debit and prepaid general purpose and private label payment cards worldwide

2015      2016                 
 2017             2018         2019                

    2020          2021        2022             2
023    2024             2025

     

Global Blockchain Technology Market Size, 2015-2025 (US$ Million)
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The following factors are the key factors for mainstream adoption of crypto finance –

Global Crypto Adoption Jumps 880%

Assurance of transparency in underlying distributed ledger technology

High remittance rates in progressive economies

High cost of cross-border remittance 

Unforeseen monetary regulation hassles
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Cryptocurrencies are limited in supply and hence their purchasing power increase with time.

Minimized Inflation

Since crypto are a global currency, their value and limit is not affected by political or social upheaval of a 
particular country.

No Economic Collapses

There’s no intermediary such as banks or governments, peer-2-peer transfers over a blockchain have no 
Additional costs.

Low-Cost Money Transfers

The Opportunity - 100 Million Crypto Users in the World

The only infrastructure needed to run crypto finance is the internet. Cryptocurrencies are accessible 
everywhere the internet is available.

Reachable Everywhere

Crypto finance is an opportunity for consumers and institutions to address the complexities discussed so far and engage in a transparent ecosystem. 
While consumers benefit from instantaneous services and no cost overheads, institutions can surpass cross-border regulations and track consumer 
eligibility more efficiently.
Through a public (decentralized) ledger, this is how cryptocurrencies resolve all the flaws of legacy finance.
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It took more than a decade for bitcoin to earn the acclaim it owns today. However, the wait was worth it as it 

has stimulated the existence of more than 6500 cryptocurrencies. Now, for an industry that has stood up 

against the century old centralized finance and proved its metal on many fronts, the future is certainly 

encouraging. Not to miss, millions of users across the world are the driving force of this revolution.

The Total Number of Crypto Users Surpassed 10M in January This Year.  |  Source: Crypto.com

Complicated on-boarding & KYC hassles. 

High transactional fees. 

Inefficient pricing points. 

Lack of token utility in real time.  

Lack of investment opportunities.

Exchanges are vulnerable to hacks.

Issues in Existing Crypto Exchanges 

There’s a plethora of crypto exchange platforms. No matter they have been instrumental in taking crypto 

finance this far, multiple inefficiencies work against the benefit of the user. These include:

Introducing Dhanu Crypto Exchange Platform

Dhanu Exchange is an all-inclusive crypto buying and trading platform that enables the inexperienced 

users to understand the ‘new finance’ easily. It provides a convenient on-boarding process wherein any 

one can sign-up, trade and earn money without any complex qualification criteria. At the same time, the 

crypto exchange platform aims to diminish the geographical borders while bringing all users on the 

same stage.  Here, global users can:
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Going forward, the platform aims to expand with more applications and services and deliver end-to-end 

finance services experience.

Dhanux uses the DHANU token to drive transactions on the platform and other exchanges.

Send/receive; buy/sell a wide range of cryptocurrencies. 

Sign-up for investment opportunities through the platform's pooled staking module.

Learn about daily trends in cryptocurrencies from our DIY workbench. 

Use an integrated wallet to execute retail payments.  

Crypto trading on various exchanges. 

Retail payments through the Dhanu Wallet integrated with Dhanux. 

Bill payments for crypto credit cards and other services. 

Book travels and holiday plans on all eligible portals. 

Used as loan collaterals on multiple platforms.

Explaining the DHANU Token

Dhanu Coin (DHANU) is a BEP-20 traded digital asset. It will be listed on various exchanges including the 

Dhanux eco system in future.

 The following representation provides an overview of the retail payment types that will be readily 

available after the token launch.  

Any merchant that accepts DHANU tokens could do so 

by publishing a QR-Code at the PoS. Likewise, the 
consumer would be able to make instant payments.

Scan & Pay

DHANU token will be accepted as a legit currency for 
payment of Insurance premiums. This covers health, 
auto and life insurance.

Insurance

The token could be used to pay for property purchases 
and real-estate deals for residential as well as 
commercial properties.

Real Estate

Users will be able to sign-up for various affiliate 
programs hosted by the Dhanu Exchange. This will 
allow them to earn passive income and liquidate the 
amount into fiat as and when they want.  

Affiliate Programs

Utility

Token

Exchange

Scan &
Pay Affiliate

Programs

Property Insurance

9:21

S C A N

- S C A N  M E-
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With this project, we want to:

Functionality of the Dhanu Exchange Platform 

The ideated solution was focused at streamlining the following verticals all contriving towards a unified 

asset crypto investment platform.

Trading

Buy/Sell [Commodity 
Token/BSC] 

Order Types: Market Order 
and Limit Order

Tradingview Chart, 
Markets, Sell Orders, Buy 

Orders, General Trade 
History, My Order

Token Listing

Deploy Contract 
Number of tokens supply

Contract Name 
Contract Symbol 

Token Type: bep-20  

Mint/Burn Tokens 
Contact Address 
Creator Address 

Token ID 
Burn

Dashboard

Overview of Total Traders, 
Total Registered and 
Active Users, Pending 

KYCs

Graphical representation 
of users, revenue, trade 

comparison, volume 
comparison

Why Are We Doing This? 

We believe that cryptocurrencies are a great instrument to elevate the underprivileged people all over 

the world. It establishes a peer-2-peer connection thereby fastening cross-border remittances and thus 

accelerates clearances. In the pursuit of the same, mainstream adoption has begun in various parts of 

the world and will soon cover more territories.

 Starting with an exchange platform, Dhanu provides opportunities for institutions and individuals alike to 

engage over a democratic trading environment.

Give back the users their long-lost control over their money, data and identity. 

Accelerate the transfer of value between users and close settlements. 

Simplify the crypto finance for common users and encourage more participation.

Order Listing
Trade Summary

Order Management

Account – Signup / Login 
KYC – Submit & Approval

User Management

Debit History
Credit History

Funds Management

Balance Report
Revenue Report 

Reports Management
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Buy/Sell Crypto Money

Despite multiple products & services as discussed so far, crypto trading is still  the core offering of the 

Dhanu app. To ensure consistent liquidity of the ecosystem, users can engage into buying/selling of 

crypto tokens.

Swapping

Despite multiple products & services as discussed so far, crypto trading is still  the core offering of the 

Dhanu app. To ensure consistent liquidity of the ecosystem, users can engage into buying/selling of 

crypto tokens.

Scope of Dhanu Exchange Platform

1 .     Users (Buyers and Sellers) register on the Dhanu exchange platform.

2 .    Users undergo the KYC verification process.

3 .    The user can browse through numerous cryptocurrencies listed on the exchange. 

4 .    They select the currency to purchase and use their wallet balance to execute the transaction. 

•    Signup - Email Confirmation

•    Login with 2FA

Subscribe

•    Enter volume and price to view amount

•    Place Order

Buy / Sell

Users can swap between any two of the supported tokens by paying a certain Swap fee.

This Swap fee is one of the sources to incentivize the users who have contributed to the Dhanu pool.

Only registered users can perform Swapping.

It helps in reducing the time to switch over to another cryptocurrency.

Advantages of Dhanu Swap

Low fees (Maker & Taker) for high value transactions with tight spreads.

Low Fees

Pool secured by staked assets from users.

Secured Liquidity

Immediate transfer of value.

Instant Swapping
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Staking 

Dhanu addresses the liquidity issues by enabling Staking of assets on the platform’s pool. As users lock 

their Dhanu tokens on the exchange staking pool, they are in a way contributing towards ensuring 

consistent liquidity. In return, they generate their passive income in-form of interests and other rewards. 

Since the stakers would want to keep the network safe and growing, they are a reliable resource to 

ensure utmost transparency. Users will be able to stake their cryptocurrencies and passively participate 

in trading activities across other platforms.  

With increased participation, we expect the platform to grow and absorb the pressures of volatility in 

crypto markets that trigger panic selling.

AI (Bot) Trading 

With a mission to deliver more opportunities, Dhanu will integrate an automated bot trading feature. The 

AI enabled plugin would let a ‘bot-trader’ recommend buying/selling to users. The bot trading 

application uses ML to analyse the trends over a period of time and for a particular crypto token to 

forecast and thus suggest best possible trading decisions. 

The auto bot trading application processes historical Big Data and foresees favourable market 

conditions. Fast, accurate and profitable, our crypto auto trading platform browses through a plethora of 

coins so that you don’t have to.

Dhanu will also utilize this capability to introduce automated-market making services in the future.

Bots scan raw market data from a variety of sources, interpret it and conclude whether to buy or sell.

Data Analysis

This is a critical feature of a crypto trading bot. Bots leverage market data to estimate the potential risk of an 
asset.

Risk Prediction

Crypto trading bots use API keys (Application Program Interface) to strategically buy or sell cryptocurrency 
assets.

Buying/selling crypto assets
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The multi-functional Dhanu wallet is integrated with the exchange. It can store fiat as well as crypto 

money thereby making it immensely easy for the users to hold, swap and trade. Users will be able to

As a totally user-centric platform, Dhanu emphasizes upon deep-rooted customer loyalty and lasting 

associations.

The Dhanu Crypto Wallet Supports:

The Dhanu Integrated Wallet

Why Dhanu?

Add new crypto tokens using Contract ID. 

Add, remove, enable and disable any tokens.

Send and receive all supported currencies.

Make payments using the simple Scan & Pay option.

Hold and liquidate purchases and earnings from the DhanuX platform.

Ability to use a mobile phone as a payment method using a QR code to make everyday purchases at major e-

retailers, online gaming sites, online money transfers and more. Choose to pay with Fiat or Crypto currency.

Mobile Payments

Dhanu looks to eliminate middlemen, processors and merchant processing fees dramatically reducing 
transaction costs.

Lower Transaction Fees

Dhanu eliminates chargebacks to the merchant, which should benefit both the merchant and consumer by 

reducing inflated prices and margins caused by chargebacks.

No Chargebacks

The trading engine processes large volumes of transactions efficiently.  

Faster Transactions

Integration with an attached Visa Debit Card that can be used anywhere that accepts Visa debit card.

ATM/Debit Card

Gives instant cash back and rewards when they use the system for payments at participating locations.

Cash Back and Rewards

Ability for online vendors to generate a QR code that the consumer can then scan with their mobile device to 

allow pull payments on websites and multimedia advertising.

QR Code Payment

Integration of an In-App payment to allow merchants to connect to the Jumbo payment module and use an 
open SDK to initiate transactions.

In App Payment
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The platform follows strict policy against fraudulent projects. It will list reputed coins and tokens only. 
Immediate de-listing of potential sceptical tokens.

No Ponzi Projects

Enables secure transactions and allows hassle-free wallet recovery in case the app is moved to another 
device or deleted.

12-word Mnemonic Phrase

Biometric security, such as facial/fingerprint recognition, executes legitimate transactions by authenticating 
the user every time a request to transfer crypto assets is generated.

Biometric Authentication

Automatically logs out the session in case the user remains inactive for a certain period. This enhances the 
security of users’ accounts and funds.

Optional Session Logout

Two-factor authentication (2FA) provides an extra layer of security to the user authentication process.

2FA

With our multi-signature wallet, the owner can assign at most two co-signers to approve the withdrawal 
request when the amount exceeds the limit set by the owner.

Multi-signature Support

The 6-digit secure login PIN ensures authenticated access to a user’s account.

Password-Protected Access

No baggage of legacy systems or policies. End-to-end development of the ecosystem from the scratch 
thereby embracing the latest technologies and strategies.

Start from scratch

Dhanu: Fully Compliant With Security Protocols

Given the rapid adoption of blockchain enabled decentralised apps (Dapps) across sectors; we will be 

working towards a solution for the food & nutrition business. There is a lot of data that can be used by 

looking at eating behaviours, timing of eating, preparation, portion sizes, products purchased to 

understand individual food & nutritional intake. There’s a plethora of data related to the food lifecycle – 

from farm produce to the shelf life in retail stores. Furthermore, the eating patterns and other lifestyle 

habits of consumers can be used to draw a nutrition pattern for them. 

Amidst all this, blockchain can be a revolutionary network that stores the data and makes it immutable. 

Besides automatically identifying and declaring a particular food item unfit for consumption, accurate 

and updated insights from a decentralized solution could disrupt the supply chain networks and make 

them more efficient. Ultimately, it could help in resolving food wastage issues. 

We look forward to building a similar blockchain network that perfects the food & nutrition business.

Blockchain Platform for Food & Nutrition
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The Dhanu Exchange Platform Development is a comprehensive project and requires a mix of technical 

as well as financial expertise. In collaboration with our technology partners, we aim to categorise the vast 

development landscape in 3 major phases as discussed below.

Dhanu Platform Development

Phase 1
Discovery Strategy

The Discovery phase explores & evaluates the product & user vision with the market opportunities and 

available technology expertise.

•    User identification as per target audience needs. 

•    SWOT analysis – complete market analysis, best practices, potential industries, competitors.

Product Vision

•    Create end-to-end user journey mapping. 

•    Core strategic experience principles to underpin and guide creation of every part of the user experience.

•    The scalability of product features in compliance with user needs and operational ease.

User experience (UX) vision

•    Initial architecture design & specification.

•    Initial platform and vendor requirements.

•    Cost analysis of tools and licenses. 

Initial technical architecture

The existing student record keeping process is full of inefficiencies. Most educational institutions either 

use paper-based record maintenance or traditional digital systems that operate in silos. This creates 

communication-gap throughout the education landscape. Since every institution follows its exclusive 

security standards, it complicates the information exchange process and results in slower response 

times and inaccurate information. For students and institutions alike, it is important to be able to access 

their personal records anytime and anywhere.

We are addressing more issues like these through a blockchain ecosystem dedicated to student record 

& education optimization. We believe that a decentralized ledger will empower the students to seek 

ownership of their education records such as certificates, degrees, transcripts and others. Not only would 

this allow seamless processing but will also nullify the chances of forged records and frauds occurring in 

school admissions, examinations etc.  

The Dhanu blockchain will be made accessible for key markets such as India where the education sector 

is going to undergo a key transformation. This will be a goldmine of opportunity for us to prove the 

performance of the solution in the toughest scenarios and eventually take it to other markets.

Blockchain Platform for Education
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Phase 3
Delivery Definition & Setup

This phase details the engagement model and mapping the expected outcomes followed by the 

business timelines.

•    Exercise to establish MVP product

•    Map key business / consumer milestones relevant to product 

•    Create an initial roadmap

Identify dependencies (operational and functional)

List all core activities to be done by the ecosystem across account management, transaction management 
and security management.

Product Ecosystem Mapping

Deeper dive into Epics which scored ‘Must’ and ‘Should’, break down Epics into features 
Start gathering requirements for each key feature:

Product Refinement

Finalize all the platforms and technologies required.

Finalize the SDLC Model

Token Allocation

Token Symbol

Token Supply 

Token Standard

DHANU

500M

BEP-20

Phase 2
Development Strategy

This will be the core product building phase. In association with our technology partner, we shall explore 

answers for the following -

15.4% Team/Advisor

11.8% Private/ICO

29.7% Public/Community

10.0% Eco System

8.2% Liquidity/Seed

13.6% Investor

4.6% Infrastructure

2.1% Airdrop

4.6% Reserve
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Q4 2021
Launch of ICO for Dhanu Coin (Dhanu)

Launch of DhanuX (Exchange) with integrated U�lity Pla�orm

1000 NFT launch for pain�ngs of 
tribal/rural ar�sts

Automa�c trade AI Bot
 Commercial Launch

Dhanu Blockchain Launch
Migrate Dhanu token & NFT to dhanu
Blockchain

DhanuX & Dhanu Wallet

Q1 2022 (5th March)

Q3 2022

Q1 2023

Q2 2023 

Roadmap

Founders
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Mr Sachin Kumar
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kumarsachin30

Alum from Indian School of Business, Hyderabad spent around 
18 years in the field of IT while working with companies like IBM 
and Infosys. Worked in different domain and technologies like 
SAP, Blockchain and Al. A thorough visionary and effective 
leader with excellent motivational & team engagement skills to 

sustain growth momentum while motivating team 
performances

Mr Vijay Kumar
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vijay-kumar-90217686/

Mr.Vijay Kumar is a technology genius with around 14 years of 
IT experience. He is an avid learner and has visioned to use 
technology at its best to provide financial profits and ecolog-
ical gains. He has vast experience on Blockchain Technology, 
Exchange, AI, .Net. He is a people’s person and is actively 
involved in the formation of a strong technical team that will 

help the organization achieve its vision & mission.



Advisors
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 Mr Vaibhav Tripathi
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vaibhavtripathi/

Mr. Vaibhav Tripathi is an IIT Kanpur 2005 batch pass out with 
16+ years of experience in IT domain. He is an Ex IBMer, working 
with his own startup as CTO now. He has extensive experience 
in Python, Al and blockchain technology. He is an expert in 
designing complex cost-effective solutions, creating high level 
design specifications, performance tuning, system integration. 
His whole focus is on the  development of the new blockchain 

that will bring revolution into the blockchain industry.

Mr Vikash Jain
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vikash-jain-0bb402103
Mr. Vikash Jain is a honourary advisor, solution driven leader, 
who is a Lawyer, Company Secretary and Management Gradu-
ate by qualification. He has a rich and varied experience of 25+ 
years in the disciplines of Strategic Business Advisory, Corpo-
rate / Commercial laws, Secretarial, Mergers & Acquisitions, 
Investor Relations, Taxation (Direct & Indirect), Foreign Collabo-
rations & Joint Ventures, Public Issues (both Indian and Over-

seas), Finance, Insurance etc.

Dr. Bahar. Y. Moral
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-bahar-yawazy-0a160518b/

Dr. Bahar.Y.Moral a doctor by profession, is also a savvy 
entrepreneur.  In addition to having a degree in medicine she also 
has a Bachelor in commerce and MBA in Personnel Management. 
With a business background of gems and jewellery, she ventured 
into crypto world in 2017 working with a few Crypto based projects 
at international level. Dr. Bahar’s key skills are marketing and 
investor relations. She is an expert in digital marketing, client 

engagement, events, public relation and fund raise.

Mr Sarojkant Singh
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarojkant-singh-6a2b1568
Mr. Sarojkant Singh is an alum from Indian School of Business, 
Hyderabad. Previously worked with L&T and McNally Bharat 

and now owns his startup in edTech. His key skills include 
strategical advisory in the blockchain industry specifically into 

ESG & Sustainability.

Mr Harjeet Grover
https://www.linkedin.com/in/harjeet-grover-aa991713/

Ex IBM, Accenture and J&J. Crypto Expert and Certified Investment 
Advisor. Worked in different domain and technologies like SAP, 

Blockchain and Automations.

Mr Rajesh Kandlagunta
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rajesh-kandlagunta-a5721316/

Alum from Indian School of Business, Hyderabad. Al and 
Blockchain expert. 16+ years of experience in multi-million-dollar 
organizations spanning across the Semiconductor industry while 
building Al/ML processors with an equally strong foundation in 

technical and product management.



The Dhanu project is aimed at professionals who are adept to blockchain technology and the complex ecosystem 

of cryptocurrency finance. By participating in this project, the purchaser is aware and accepts the risks related to 

cryptographic key tokens and the potential lack of unexpected economic results.  The purchaser declares being 

aware of the legal uncertainty of this type of transaction and to have conducted his legal guidance according to 

the applicable law to which he subscribes. Any buyer purchasing an DHANU token acknowledges the 

technological and economic uncertainty of the project presented in this Whitepaper.

Going forward, the purchasers confirm their awareness of the absence of any legal action against the company 

in case of failure, non-performance, or non-implementation of the project, as well as in the case of the DHANU 

token losing part or even the totality of its value. 

Precisely, the company’s only obligation is to distribute the DHANU token under the conditions defined in the 

Whitepaper. The company may not be held liable for any of the following:

Warning about the token, the DHANU token is a cryptographic utility token usable on the Binance blockchain and 

allowing, in the long term, to access the functionalities of the Dhanu platform and services. 

The token grants no financial (income, capital, or dividend) or voting rights in the company. The token is a crypto 

asset issued by Dhanu Exchange. The participation in the project is strictly reserved for natural or legal persons 

claiming to have a good knowledge of blockchain technologies and cryptocurrency. Any natural person acting on 

a nonprofessional basis is a simple consumer. It is the responsibility of each purchaser to determine its 

professional status and make any decision to participate in this project according to that status.

Closing Disclaimer

Use of the service that is not compliant with the applicable terms. 

An error, malfunction, malicious action, or violation of Whitepaper’s terms by the user, a third party, or                   

service controlled by a third party. 

All direct or indirect damage that may occur during the operation: cryptocurrency losses, profits or financial 

losses, or other damages whatsoever in the type.  

The loss of control, any reason (loss, hacking, unwanted disclosure, or technical failure), of the users’ login 

credentials would lead to fraudulent use of the tokens. 

The temporary or permanent suspension of the service, whatever the cause, and especially due to a request 

from the public authorities, judicial authority, or any third party. 

Computer failure resulting in loss of data, including content in case of impact.  

Lack of compatibility between the service specificity and the customers' requirements. 

Generally, all damage whose cause does not depend on the company: Internet network outage, failure 

specific to the user’s equipment, etc.
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